
Study Guide 24-27 Elephant Run 

Directions: Review the text and make sure your answers are complete and accurate. 

Ch 24- 

72. Why had Nang been chosen head mahout over Bukong? Why had this caused 

controversy? 

 

 

 

73. Hilltop tells of Hannibal’s encounter with the tiger. Explain how Bukong and Mr. 

Freestone were involved.  

74. How does Bukong get attacked by Hannibal? 

75. How do Mya, Nick, and Taung Baw plan on getting food once their supply is depleted? 

76. Who do the three “monks” meets in the village? 

77. According to the Japanese soldier, what is the suspect accused of? 

78. Why is Colonel Nagayoshi in trouble? 

 

 

 

 

Ch 25- 

79. What is significant about Nick’s eye color? Why is that important? 

 

 

 

80.  Who is Kya Lei? 



81. According the Mya, why is Kya Lei called “tiger’s breath”? 

82.  Where does Hilltop go while Mya and Nick are sleeping? 

83. What causes Hilltop to shiver as he starts his journey? 

84. Who sneaks up on Nick and Mya? Why? 

85. What do Nick and Mya learn about the work camps? 

86. If the mahouts have the ability to come and go as they please, why had Indaw not 

escaped yet? 

 

 

 

 

87.  What does Captain Moto have against Kya Lei? 

88. How does Indaw get out of working for the day? What does he choose not to work that 

day? 

 

 

 

Ch 26-  

 

89. Where is Bukong, according to Indaw?  

 

 

 

90. Why may Bukong’s punishment be short-lived? 

91. How are the mahouts treated compared to the prisoners of war? 



92. What is the condition of the men at the POW camp? 

93.  What happens if a prisoner escapes or attempts to escape? What is the consequence? 

94. What would be the best thing to do, in Indaw’s eyes? Why does Nick not agree with 

Indaw’s plan? 

 

 

 

95. Where does Hilltop plan to bring the children?  Why has Indaw chosen to go along? 

96. Why is the next day perfect to bring Nick and Mya to camp? 

97. Why is Hilltop so worried about Moto? 

Ch 27-  

98. What does Hilltop tell Mya ad Nick about the next day’s plan? 

 

 

 

 

99.  Why does Nick think his dad has not tried to escape yet? 

100.What causes Nick to wake up in fright? 

101. Why is nick walking two miles to the stream alone? 

102.Who/ what does Nick see when he is the tree near the POW camp? 



103. What doesn’t the guard want the prisoners to tell about? 

104. Who does Nick encounter on his journey back to Mya and Hilltop? 

105.Who do you think this “spy” means when he says “they are excited that you are alive”? 

106. What inquiry does this individual make? 

 


